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programs. (pm6), HF and  DFT methods this by using different bases sets so this 
methods gives  approximant  results with experimental  result to produce effect of 

Renner – Teller. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Carbon dioxide, CO2, is a linear molecule with a total of sixteen bonding electrons in its valence shell. 

Carbon is the central atom of the molecule and a principal axis, the z-axis, is visualized as a single axis that goes 

through the center of carbon and the two oxygens atoms. For convention, blue atomic orbital lobes are positive 

phases, red atomic orbitals are negative phases, with respect to the wave function from the solution of 

the Schrödinger equation.[1] In carbon dioxide the carbon 2s (−19.4 eV), carbon 2p (−10.7 eV), and oxygen 2p 

(−15.9 eV)) energies associated with the atomic orbitals are in proximity whereas the oxygen 2s energy (−32.4 

eV) is different.[2].
 

   Where l-type doubling for linear molecules we do in general have degeneracy in l. Since there is no physical 

difference between when a linear molecule rotates right or left both +l and –l would have the same energy. 

There are, however, times when this is not true, in those cases we have l-type doubling. There are two reasons 

for l-type doubling. First, when the bending vibration is excited the molecule bends and becomes more and more 

an asymmetric top. For asymmetric tops we have no degeneracy for the same absolute values of l, since rotating 

left or right has a physical meaning for an asymmetric top. Second, we have the Carioles force. When a rotating 

object is moving away from the center it seems to slow down. If it on the other hand encloses the center it seems 

to accelerate. In a molecule we have this case when we have anti-symmetric stretching, in this case the center 

nucleus moves closer to one of the outer nucle i but away from the other. In perspective of the other nuclei it 

will therefore accelerate respectively retardate, causing the molecule to bend. The l-type doubling is given by: 

∆v qJ (J 1) (1) 

where ∆v is the split in cm
-1

, q the l-type doubling coefficient, J the rotational quantum number. The size of the 

l-doubling constant is for a linear molecule 

qυ = -  ( ( υ2+1) 

 

Theoretical Part: 

 By using a Gaussian 09 program to study –l- doubling effect of CO2, molecule using semi empirical 

quantum programs  . (pm6) ,HF and  DFT methods  this by using different bases sets such as pm6 , AM3, 6-31G 

,6-31G(d,p),…..etc. 

 So Renner-Teller effect In a zero-approximation levels with the same vibrancies state has the same energy, 

i.e. the electronic angular momentum do not interact with the vibration angular reality momentum. In this is not 

always the case, especially not for CO2 The splitting between these levels is called the Renner-Teller effect. 

When the molecule is bent, i.e. when the bending vibration is excited, the potential function splits in two. In 

symmetric terms this has the effect that the symmetric group is changed from D∞h to D2h. The symmetric 

speciesg splits into A2 and B2, u to A1 and B1, g to A1 and B1, and u to A2 and B2 in this new symmetry. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_molecular_geometry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_molecular_geometry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valence_electron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valence_shell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger_equation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_orbital_diagram#cite_note-15
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_orbital_diagram#cite_note-16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_molecular_geometry
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These components are sometimes 
[4].

 referred to as(+) and (-) etc., where the sign indicates the level with the 

higher and lower energies. Which symmetry term that corresponds to each energy level is difficult to know 

since the both potential functions touch each other and the electron therefore can go from one to another. It has 

as effect that the bending vibration is split , for v2=1 it results in  g+,∆g and  g- sub states. The energy levels 

that the Renner-Teller effect gives rise to can be calculated from the formulas: When K 0 (vibrancies 

states): 

G(v2 , K )  ω2 (v2+1)  

When K ≠ 0, v2K (lowest single vibrancies level of  , ∆, …): 

G(v2 , K )  ω2 [ (v2+1) - 
2
 K( K+1) ]  

When K ≠ 0, v2K  (remaining , ∆, …) 

G(v2 , K )  ω2  (v2+1)(1- 
2
) ω2 v2  

 

Results And Analysis: 

 From   calculated l-type resonance The l-type resonance is a result of the sub states lying close together. 

According to Gausses  the table (1) shows result of –l- doubling  using different  bases set al. there is l-type 

resonance in CO2, and as a result the 020-vibrational level consists of two close laying states This is agreed by 

Kawaguschi et al. [5] but not by Rohlfing.  

 Rolfings states that the molecule could be well described without l-type resonance, and that the 020-

vibrational
 
[3]. Because the two sub-states should lie so close to each other they will perturb each other, this 

results in that at high J-values the second component  

 
Table 1: shows –l- doubling  of CO2. 

 
 

Renner –Teller calculation: 

 The carbon dioxide based on a C atom and an O--O legend fragment.  Carbon has 2S and 2Px,y,z orbital's 

and the O--O fragment has 2S and 2Px,y,z orbital's that are involved in the formation of molecular orbital 

geometrical of CO2
[6]

 this results which showed b.  Since CO2 has D∞h symmetry the central atom's orbital 

symmetry labels can be obtained from the corresponding point group table: 2S=σg, 2Pz=σu and 2Px,y=πu.  The 

LGO symmetry lables can be calculated using the point group table as well: Γσ=2σg + 2σu and Γπ=2πg + 2πu.  

The MO diagram for CO2 is more complicated than the diagram for B2.  The following diagram fails to label 

orbital symmetries but the LGO 2Px,y participate in the formation of π double bonds.  The 2πg orbital are 

nonbonding because the C 2Px,y atomic orbitals are πu.  The LGO 2Pz orbital are involved in σ bonds as shown 

in fig.(1). 

 
 

Fig. 1: shows  spilt of state in CO2 molecule. 
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 So Tables 2 shows  vibration energies are determined as the difference energies CO2Table (2) shows  the 

energy of vibrational state of in CO2 molecule. 

 

 
 

 From  table (2) the spilte of(2,0,0)vibrational state  caused by Renner –Teller effect  in CO2 molecules to 

four approximate  state (1,2,0), (2,1,0) ,(2,0,0) and (0,0,1) as studied in experimental. 

  

Conclusion:  

 A double resonance four-wave mixing approach was used to unambiguously identify the vibrancies R–T 

manifold in the state (1,2,0), (2,1,0) ,(2,0,0) and (0,0,1) as studied in experimental electronic transition. An 

assignment of the levels was carried out by a R–T analysis, leading to a relatively large ∈ 6 in the ground state 

for the second lowest bending mode as previously 
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